SOURCES OF MODERN MOVEMENT
What is Modernism in architecture?
• The condition of modernity includes culture, society, technology, politics, urban development,
intellectual thought.
• We have a consideration of past and present. A change from the architecture of past and the
architecture of the present.
• Abstracted ornament we find less historic reference, importance of collaboration of interior
and exterior
• Architecture as a “whole work of art”
• Seeking a more ‘truthful’ and functional architecture
• Create a new language which is appropriate for the industrialisation and new material.
• Forms which refer some way back to the past but look to the future as a new vocabulary being
used, i.e. Natural forms rather than classical Greek columns
By the end of the nineteenth century leading European architecture used:
• Simple and abstracted forms
• Ornament was reduced, or at least historical references were abstracted and a new
language was sought
• Integrated new building technologies
• Form follow function
At the cusp of the new (twentieth) century:
• Historic precedent for buildings being challenged by new building types (i.e. skyscrapers)
• In the nineteenth century architecture is understood as having different modes (design
approaches) appropriate for civic, industrial and domestic buildings
• The emerging modern movement in architecture fundamentally challenges such accepted
norms and radically shifts architectural thought towards a fundamental and ‘universal’
language of building design.

Guaranty
Building

Sullivan &
Adler

Buffalo

-Gives the tall office
building an aesthetic
form.
-Rejection of historical
reference.
-Form should suit its
function.
-Use of iron and steel
frames and concrete.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT- RETHINKING ARCHITECTURAL COMPOSITION
•
•
•
•

•

He is betrayed as one of the first architects to break with eclecticism and to found a new
style based on spatial conception of interpenetrating planes and abstract masses.
He emerges as a traditionalist intent on preserving the values of an individualist.
Utopian dream concerning the portrayal of human relationships and institutions, and the
harmonization of modern space with nature.
Use of organic analogies in his writings, his building forms and ornamental designs was the
outward expression of a belief that architecture and society had their roots in a natural
order.
Stamped with the Arts and Craft values of the sort which encourage restrained simplicity,
the honest and direct use of materials, the integration of the building with nature, the
unification of fixtures and fittings, and the expression of an elevated moral ideal.

Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ample horizontal lines, elegantly proportioned details, built-in furniture and overhanging
eaves, their ever-changing moods and qualities of space.
The whole form was controlled by axes to create the feeling of rotation about the central
core.
Only needing conditional rooms.
Extending planes or overhanging roofs into nature and the surrounding.
Simplicity to create grace and beauty and eliminate the meaningless.
Building should grow easily from its site and shaped to harmonise with its surroundings.
Bring out the nature of the materials. Develop the natural textures of the material.
Use soft, warm, optimistic tones of the earth and autumn leaves in preference to pessimistic
blues, purples, or greys.
Fewer lines, fewer forms, more plastic, more fluent, more organic, more movement, more
texture.

Organic in relation to architecture: designed and drawn from nature for its principals and inspiration
and creates an organic integrity. Wright explains "there is not source so fertile, so suggestive, so
helpful aesthetically for the architect as a comprehension of natural law".
Pinwheel plan: anchor is the half, move around the fire place which is the heart of the home.
Hearth (fireplace): as the centre of the home.

Winslow
House

F.L
River Forest
Wright

-Tripartite scheme:
draws on classical.
-Symmetrical façade,
asymmetrical back
which is sprawling
arrangements of
form.
-Detail is crisp, lines
are sharp, joints
clearly expressed.
-Strong formality
-Strong horizontal
emphasis.

SECTION 3 EXAM QUESTION

Materials:
Select two (2) materials used in 20th century architecture. Indicate how they were used in
buildings, discuss attitudes (both positive and negative) towards the use of these materials
and outline the influence that the use of both materials had on building form and design.
Cite specific building examples to elaborate your answer.
Two materials:
Glass and Steel
Building example:
The Seagram Building, 1958, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
How they were used:
- Create a new building envelope.
- Create a skeletal construction.
- Create transparency and simplicity through a glass skin.
- Steel to emphasis the skeletal of the building.
- Inspired by unfinished construction. To leave the impression of high reaching
skeleton is overpowering.
- For a client who exploited the use of architecture to gain legitimacy, stability, and to
communicate the corporate and public identity of the company.
- Visual transparency.
The architectural triumphs and design innovations surrounding WWII, marked a turning
point- thereafter modern architecture had come of age, emerging after the war as the
hallmark of democracy, capitalism and the Establishment.
Positives:

-

Creating a new building envelop: the imagery of a skeleton structure is created
through the supporting steel frame being able to eliminate the load-bearing function
of the exterior walls and allowing for a translucent surface rather than a solid.
Creating transparency within a skyscraper without the need for a structural frame of
masonry.
Glass as a true and clear statement of its time.
Creates a fluid and continuous flow of space and to exploit its own capabilities.
Created a fusion of art and technology.
Established the curtain wall and building envelope for the modernist skyscraper.
Gave density, definition and opacity to the façade.
Use glass in a new way to create transparency, illumination and emphasis of the
skeletal of the building.
Radical new architectural language.
Pioneering of machine age imagery and materials.

